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ABSTRACT Preservation of genetic information inDNA relies on shielding the nucleobases fromdamagewithin the double helix.
Thermal ﬂuctuations lead to infrequent events of the Watson-Crick basepair opening, or DNA ‘‘breathing’’, thus making normally
buried groups available for modiﬁcation and interaction with proteins. Fluctuational basepair opening implies the disruption of
hydrogen bonds between the complementary bases and ﬂipping of the base out of the helical stack. Prediction of sequence-
dependent basepair opening probabilities in DNA is based on separation of the twomajor contributions to the stability of the double
helix: lateral pairing between the complementary bases and stacking of the pairs along the helical axis. The partition function
calculates the basepair opening probability at every position based on the loss of two stacking interactions and one basepairing.
Our model also includes a term accounting for the unfavorable positioning of the exposed base, which proceeds through a
formation of a highly constrained small loop, or a ring. Quantitatively, the ring factor is found as an adjustable parameter from the
comparison of the theoretical basepair opening probabilities and the experimental data on short DNA duplexesmeasured byNMR
spectroscopy. We ﬁnd that these thermodynamic parameters suggest nonobvious sequence dependent basepair opening
probabilities.
INTRODUCTION
Thermal motion within the double helix plays a critical role in
DNA structure and function. Basepair openings present the
most dramatic deviations from the double helix ground state.
Although rare, the events of Watson-Crick basepair opening
make the active groups of DNA bases (which are otherwise
buried within the double helix) accessible for interaction with
proteins and chemicals (1–6). Fluctuational basepair opening
implies the disruption of hydrogen bonds between the com-
plementary bases and ﬂipping of the base out of the helical
stack (Fig. 1). In addition to being a spontaneous event, the
base ﬂipping constitutes a necessary mechanistic step of the
enzyme-catalyzed DNA modiﬁcations, such as selective
methylation by DNA methyltransferase family enzymes (7)
and glucosylation of T4 DNA by b-glucosyl transferase (8).
DNA damage repair enzymes, such as uracil DNA glyco-
sylase (9,10), 8-oxoguanine DNA glycosylase I (11,12), and
alkyl adenine DNA glycosylase (13) also utilize the base-
ﬂippingmechanism.When these enzymes interact withDNA,
the substrate base is completely ﬂipped out of the helix and is
placed in a damaged base-speciﬁc pocket where catalysis
takes place (14–16).
Kinetic and thermodynamic parameters of individual
basepair opening in nucleic acids have been measured in
NMR studies of the imino protons exchange as a function of
the catalyst (3–6). In the case of the DNA double helix, the
exchange of imino protons of guanines and thymines pro-
ceeds only from the open state of the basepair. The data on
various DNA structures have been reported including B-DNA
(17–21), B9-DNA (22–25), Z-DNA (26), drug-DNA com-
plexes (27,28), protein-DNA complexes (9–11,13), DNA
with mismatched basepairs (29), and DNA with modiﬁed
bases (30).
In canonical B-DNA, basepairs predominantly open one at
a time. The estimated basepair opening probabilities of AT
and GC pairs are 105–106 and 106–107, respectively.
Early studies concur that the opening of basepairs is de-
termined primarily by the nature of the basepair, and the
neighboring pairs affect it only weakly (17). In special cases,
however, basepair openings have been found to depend on the
DNA sequence and structure. Five-times-smaller opening
probabilities were observed in GC basepairs within Z-DNA
molecules (26). AT pairs within the runs of four or more
continuous adenines, which adopt a B9 conformation, ex-
change up to an order of magnitude slower (22–25). Se-
quence-dependent basepair opening dynamics in the DNA
double helix has been also addressed in theoretical studies
(31–36).
In this report, we use a statistical mechanics approach to
calculate sequence-dependent opening probabilities (K
ðkÞ
op )
for individual basepairs. Our approach relies on separation of
two major contributions to DNA stability: lateral pairing be-
tween the complementary bases and stacking of pairs along
the helical axis (37,38). Note that the separation of the two
contributions is a prerequisite for our calculations; DNA sta-
bility parameters themselves present a cumulative quantity
of stacking and basepairing factors (39,40). The probability
of an open state of the basepair is calculated assuming that
the event of basepair opening involves disruption of hy-
drogen bonds between the complementary bases and two
stacking contacts, leading to the release of the bases posi-
tioning them extrahelically (Fig. 1). A major novel element
of our treatment is an introduction of a new parameter, the ring
factor, which accounts for the entropy penalty associated
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with the formation of a small constrained loop at the site of
an open basepair. The value of the ring factor is estimated
from the comparison of the theoretically obtained opening
probability proﬁles for several sequences with the proﬁles
measured for these sequences in imino proton exchange
experiments (17–21). We argue that the ring factor we
introduce leads to reevaluation of the physical nature of
cooperativity of the DNA melting.
METHODS
DNA base-stacking and basepairing parameters
DNA stacking parameters, DGSTKL, for all KL/K9L9 DNA dinucleotide stacks
(where K and K9 (L and L9) are complementary bases) were obtained using
gel electrophoresis of DNA fragments carrying solitary nicks and gaps
(37,38). DGSTKL values at different temperatures were calculated from
parameters reported in Protozanova et al. (37) (corresponding to 37C, 15
mM [NaCl]) by linear extrapolation with dDGSTKL=dT ¼ 0:026 kcal/molK
determined experimentally by conducting gel electrophoresis at different
temperatures (38). Analogously, we adjusted the DGSTKL values to the salt
concentration used in NMR experiments using dDGSTKL=dln½Na1 ¼ 0:200
kcal/mol determined by running gel electrophoresis under different salt
conditions (38).
Basepairing parameters, DGBPATand DG
BP
GC, were assessed as a difference
between the stability parameters of DNA polymers consisting of AT and
GC pairs, DGATand DGGC, and the stacking contribution as follows
(37,38):
DG
BP
AT ¼ DGAT 
1
4
+
AT;TA;AA;TT
DG
ST
KL and
DGBPGC ¼ DGGC 
1
4
+
GC;CG;GG;CC
DGSTKL: (1)
DNA stability parameters in terms of melting temperatures TATM and T
GC
M are
given by the following empirical equations for AT- and GC-containing
polymers (41):
T
AT
M ¼ 355:551 7:95ln½Na1  and
T
GC
M ¼ 391:551 4:89ln½Na1 ; (2)
which translate into free-energy difference stability parameters using
DS ¼ 24.85 cal/mol K and Eq. 3:
DG ¼ DSðTM  TÞ: (3)
Base-stacking and basepairing parameters for ‘‘standard’’ conditions of
37C, 0.1 M NaCl are listed in Table 1. Parameters at other conditions were
estimated as described above.Note that recently obtained stacking parameters
for only contacts involving AT and GC basepairs at the chosen conditions
(38) are very close, though not identical, to parameters in Table 1 for
corresponding contacts, which were obtained from parameters determined in
Protozanova et al. (37) via extrapolation as described above.
Theoretical basepair opening probabilities
We apply a standard statistical mechanical approach to calculate the
probabilities of basepair opening in dsDNA (31–33) using stacking and
basepairing parameters found by us (37,38). The basepair opening event
involves disruption of the hydrogen bonding between the complementary
bases and disruption of the stacking interactions with both immediate
neighbors (Fig. 1). The total partition function, ZTotal, of the N-bp-long DNA
molecule is given by Eq. 4:
ZTotal ¼ +
s1¼0;1
+
s2¼0;1
. . . +
sN¼0;1
YN
i¼1
ðdiÞsi
3ðaiÞsiðdi1 1Þf ðsi ;si1 1ÞðjÞf ðsi ;si1 1Þ; (4)
d1 ¼ 1; dN1 1 ¼ 1; and sN1 1 ¼ 1;
where si ¼ 0 corresponds to the closed state and si ¼ 1 corresponds to the
open state of the basepair in the position, and
f si;si1 1ð Þ ¼ si if si1 1 ¼ 00 if si1 1 ¼ 1 ;

and ai, di, and j are basepairing, stacking, and the entropic penalty
parameter, respectively. The values of ai and di are calculated from the
basepairing and base-stacking parameters as follows:
ai ¼ exp DG
BP
i
RT
 
and di ¼ exp
DG
ST
i1;i
RT
 !
; (5)
where DGBPi is the basepairing parameter (DG
BP
AT or DG
BP
GC) of the ith
basepair and DGSTi1;iis the stacking parameters of the contact between the
(i–1)th and ith positions (DGSTKL). Each term of partition function in Eq. 4
corresponds to a speciﬁc microscopic state of the DNA molecule with
respect to the basepair opening/closing situation. For instance, the left-hand
state in Fig. 1 (with all basepairs closed) contributes the term equal to 1 into
the partition function, whereas the right-hand state in Fig. 1 with only the kth
basepair open contributes the dkakdk11j term.
Stacking and basepairing parameters used in our calculations correspond
to ambient conditions of the NMR experiments. The entropic penalty j is an
adjustment parameter. It is assumed to be the same for all small open regions
independent of their size and sequence.
Conditional partition function of this molecule with one basepair in the
kth position open is
Zk ¼ +
s1¼0;1
+
s2¼0;1
. . . +
sk1¼0;1
+
sk1 1¼0;1
. . . +
sN¼0;1
YN
i¼1
ðdiÞsi
3ðaiÞsiðdi1 1Þf ðsi;si1 1ÞðjÞf ðsi ;si1 1Þ; (6)
d1 ¼ 1; dN1 1 ¼ 1; sN1 1 ¼ 1; and sk ¼ 1:
FIGURE 1 Fluctuational opening of one basepair in duplex DNA involves
loss of pairing between complementary bases, disruption of stacking with
neighboring pairs, and ﬂipping the bases out of the helix leading to formation
of a small highly constrained ring.
TABLE 1 Stacking DGSTKL and basepairing DG
BPparameters
used in our calculations
DGSTKL
59KL A T G C
59
A 1.49 1.72 1.44 2.19
T 0.57 1.49 0.93 1.81
G 1.81 2.19 1.82 2.55
C 0.93 1.44 1.29 1.82
DGBP AT 0.64
GC 0.12
Stacking and basepairing parameters in kcal/mol correspond to 37C, 0.1 M
NaCl. They were obtained from the data in Protozanova et al. (37) via
extrapolation as described in the Methods section.
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The only difference betweenEqs. 4 and 6 is that in the latter summation over
sk is omitted, whereas sk ¼ 1 whenever it is met in the expression. This
corresponds to thekth basepair beingﬁxed in the open statewhereas allowing all
other basepairs to occupy both open and closed states. The opening probability
of the basepair in the kth position,K
ðkÞ
op ; is the ratio of the two partition functions
K
ðkÞ
op ¼ Zk=ZTotal: (7)
The partition functions in Eqs. 4 and 6 can be calculated directly, using the
well-known matrix representation (42,44,45) or via recursion equations
(31,42,45). We used a MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) program
to calculate the partition function employing matrix representation as in
Lazurkin et al. (42), Zimm (44), and Vedenov et al. (45). Corresponding
equations for ZTotal and Zk are as follows:
ZTotal ¼ ð1 1Þ
YN1
i¼1
1 1
diaidi11j diai
 
1 1
dNaN dNaN
 
1
0
 
(8)
Zk ¼ ð 1 1 Þ
Yk1
i¼1
1 1
diaidi1 1j diai
 
0 0
dkakdk1 1j dkak
 
3
YN1
i¼k1 1
1 1
diaidi1 1j diai
 
1 1
dNaN dNaN
 
1
0
 
: (9)
Sequence-dependent basepair opening proﬁles were calculated for 10–
17-bp-long molecules for which the proﬁles were determined in NMR
experiments (Table 2). In our calculations of ﬂuctuational basepair opening,
we neglect the contribution stemming from the opening of duplex from the
ends (fraying) by ﬂanking the molecule with 10 GC basepairs on both ends.
For each molecule, we determine the value of the adjustable parameter j,
which gives the best correlation between theoretical K
ðkÞ
op values and the
probabilities K
ðkÞ
NMRdetermined in NMR experiments for this sequence.
Speciﬁcally, j (the ring factor) is assigned the value from minimization of
ÆDæ given by Eq. 10:
ÆDæ ¼ 1
N
+
k
log
K
ðkÞ
NMR
KðkÞop
 !2" #1=2
; (10)
where the summation is performed over all N unique basepairs for which the
opening probability was measured in NMR experiments.
RESULTS
Basepair opening proﬁles
The event of ﬂuctuational basepair opening involves disrup-
tion of the complementary basepair, disruption of stacking
interactions with two neighboring basepairs, and formation
of a small loop comprised of one open basepair (Fig. 1).
In our analysis, we consider seven dsDNA molecules for
which the data on basepair opening were obtained in imino
proton exchange experiments using NMR spectroscopy
(Table 2). These molecules adopt a canonical B-DNA con-
formation for which stacking and basepairing parameters
have been determined (37,38). Here we do not consider
molecules with long runs of contiguous AT pairs, which
have been shown to display considerably different basepair
opening kinetics and thermodynamics (22–25,29). This
limits the pool of molecules for which the data on basepair
ﬂuctuational openings are available to seven sequences listed
in Table 2.
Five out of seven molecules have palindromic sequences,
thus reducing the number of unique basepairs studied in
NMR experiments to four in molecules I, II, IV, and V and
three in molecule III. Molecules VI and VII have non-
palindromic sequences with 11 and 10 unique basepairs char-
acterized in NMR experiments. Experimentally determined
basepair opening proﬁles for internal sequences (shown in
bold in Table 2) of molecules I–VII are presented in Figs. 2
and 3. The numbering scheme of basepairs corresponds to
that in Table 2. Fig. 2 presents the data from Gueron and co-
workers (17,18); these studies were performed at 15C in the
presence of 0.1 M NaCl. In Fig. 3 we show more recent re-
sults reported by Russu and co-workers (19,20); these ex-
periments were carried out at 20C, 0.1 M NaCl.
Sequence-dependent theoretical probability of the kth
basepair opening event is obtained as a ratio of the con-
ditional partition function Zk (basepair in the kth position is
open) to the total partition function of this molecule ZTotal
(Eqs. 4–7). Partition functions are calculated using stacking
and basepairing parameters adjusted to the conditions of the
NMR experiments, i.e., 0.1 M NaCl and 15C for molecules
I–III or 20C for molecules IV–VII (see Methods).
An additional parameter, j, or the ring factor, is introduced
to represent the entropic penalty stemming from the struc-
tural constraints of the small loop (a ring) at the site of the
open basepair in the double helix; we dub this parameter the
ring factor. The introduction of this parameter proved to be
absolutely necessary to reconcile theory and experiment.
Indeed, let us consider the event of one basepair opening as
shown in Fig. 1. Without the ring factor, the opening prob-
ability K
ðkÞ
op will be equal to exp(DG/RT), where DG ¼
DGSTk1;k1DG
ST
k;k111DG
BP
k : According to the data we base
our treatment upon Protozanova et al. (37) and Yakovchuk
et al. (38); each stacking contributes, roughly, between 0 and
2.5 kcal/mol, whereas basepairing contributes very little.
So if we assumed an average contribution from stacking as
TABLE 2 DNA molecules considered in this study*
Duplex sequence Reference
I CC T3 T4 T5 C6 G6 A5 A4 A3 GG (17)§
II GG A3 A4 A5 G6 C6 T5 T4 T3 CC (17)§
III CG C3 G4 A5 T5 C4 G3 CG (18)z§
IV CG C3 A4 C5 A6 T6 G5 T4 G3 CG (19)y
V CG C3 A4 G5 A6 T6 C5 T4 G3 CG (19)y
VI GC G3 A4 T C6 T A8 T9 T10 T11
A12 T13 T14 T15 GC
(20){, (21)
VII GC G3 A T5 C6 T G8 T9 T10 C11 T12
A13 T T15 GC
(20){, (21)
*Opening probabilities were measured in NMR experiments for basepairs
shown in bold and numbered.
yOpening probabilities at 20C were calculated using DHop and DSop values
reported in Folta-Stogniew and Russu (19).
zOpening probabilities were estimated as a ratio of the slope of an
experimental dependence of exchange time on 1/[NH3] (Fig. 8 of Leroy
et al. (18)) to the imino proton transfer rate from the free mononucleotide
per mole of the added base, which equals 2 3 108 M1 s1 (4).
§NMR measurements were performed at 15C.
{NMR measurements were performed at 20C.
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1.25 kcal/mol and neglected the basepairing contribution,
we would arrive at the conclusion that the basepair opening
probability must be in the range of 102, which is in an ir-
reconcilable contradiction with the observed probabilities of
;105 (see Introduction). Hence the absolute necessity of the
introduction of the ring factor, j, which leads to an amended
equation of the opening probability as
K
ðkÞ
op  j expðDG=RTÞ: (11)
We assume that the ring factor is independent of the DNA
sequence. We also assume that j is independent of the size of
the open region. The partition functions ZTotal and Zk given
by Eqs. 4 and 6 include one penalty parameter for each open
region. By varying j, we ﬁnd the value of this adjustable
parameter that gives the best correlation between the theo-
retical basepair opening probabilities and the values mea-
sured in the imino proton exchange experiments for these
molecules.
Calculated sequence-dependent basepair opening proba-
bility proﬁles for molecules I–VII are presented in Figs. 2
and 3 along with the opening probabilities measured in NMR
experiments. Note, that molecules I–V are palindromic, and
opening probabilities of the unique half of each molecule are
shown. The ring factor values obtained for each molecule are
indicated by each panel. The ﬁrst set of data (duplexes I and
II) shows the distinct difference between the probabilities for
GC and AT basepairs; variations between the AT pairs is
unremarkable. Our calculations are in a good agreement with
the NMR data with the exception of the C6G pair in duplex
I, where the theoretical opening probability exceeds exper-
imental data by almost an order of magnitude. A similar
result is obtained for molecule III, where the difference in
opening probabilities of G4C and A5T pairs observed
experimentally is not reproduced by theoretical calculations.
By contrast, in the case of molecule II, the experimental
difference in openings of AT pairs and the central G6C pair
is nicely reproduced by calculations. In all, the ring factor
ranges from 7.4 3 103 to 2.0 3 103 for molecules II and
III, respectively. The average value of j ¼ 4.4 3 103 is
obtained for this set of molecules.
The second set of data presents a much more interesting
case since the variations of the opening probabilities for the
AT basepair depending on the immediate neighbors are
observed in the NMR experiment. Indeed, there is an order of
magnitude difference in the opening probabilities for A4T
and A6T in duplex V. In this case, A4T displays a ‘‘nor-
mal’’ behavior, whereas A6T is apparently stabilized by the
stronger stacking interaction with neighboring basepairs.
This neighbor-dependent behavior is nicely reproduced by
our calculations. In the case of duplex IV, the difference
between A4T and A6T is insigniﬁcant both in NMR ex-
periment and in our calculations. The average value of the
FIGURE 2 Comparison of the opening probabilities obtained in NMR experiments (bars with open or shaded ﬁll for AT or GC pairs, respectively) with the
results of theoretical calculations (bars with patterned ﬁll) for duplexes I–III. The opening probabilities correspond to unique internal basepairs of palindromic
sequences. Calculations were carried out with stacking and basepairing parameters corresponding to 15C and 0.1 M [NaCl]. The ring factor j is indicated at
each panel along with the least-square parameter ÆDæ given by Eq. 10.
FIGURE 3 Comparison of the opening probabilities obtained in NMR experiments (bars with open or shaded ﬁll for AT or GC pairs, respectively) with the
results of theoretical calculations (bars with patterned ﬁll) for duplexes IV–VII. The opening probabilities for four internal basepairs of palindromic sequences
IV and V are shown. For duplexes VI and VII, experimental values are available only for basepairs that are underlined. Calculations were carried out with
stacking and basepairing parameters corresponding to 20C and 0.1 M [NaCl]. The ring factor j is indicated at each panel along with the least-square parameter
ÆDæ given by Eq. 10.
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ring factor obtained in the analysis of duplexes IV-V is
j ¼ 2.0 3 103.
The most striking correlation between the experimental
data and theoretical predictions is obtained for duplex VI. In
this case, sequence-dependent variations in opening proba-
bilities for AT pairs are predicted remarkably well by our
calculations.
In the case of duplex VII, the theoretical proﬁle shows only
slight variations of opening probabilities along the sequence
of the molecule from the G3C pair to the C11G pair and an
order of magnitude increase in opening probabilities for pairs
T12A through T15A. Although relative changes in the
opening probabilities for AT pairs only are predicted well,
there is a systematic difference between experimental and
theoretical values for GC pairs in this molecule. The average
value of the ring factor for molecules VI–VII is 0.6 3 103.
Temperature dependence of basepair
opening probabilities
The experimental data on temperature dependence of
ﬂuctuational basepair opening for short DNA duplexes has
been obtained for temperatures ranging from 10C to 35C
(19,21). We used thermodynamic parameters of basepair
opening to calculate experimental opening probabilities at
different temperatures (DHop and DSop in the case of duplexes
IV and V are given in Table 3 of Folta-Stogniew and Russu
(19); DGop and DHop in the case of duplex VI are given in
Tables 1 and 2 of Coman and Russu (21)). Experimental
opening proﬁles corresponding to 37C, 25C, and 10C are
shown in Fig. 4.
To calculate theoretical opening probabilities at a given
temperature, we used a set of base-stacking and basepairing
parameters obtained at this temperature (see Methods). The
theoretical basepair opening proﬁles are plotted in Fig. 4;
corresponding values of the ring factor are indicated on each
panel. In the case of duplex IV, j increases insigniﬁcantly
(from 1.4 3 103 to 3.2 3 103) when temperature
decreases from 37C to 10C; the ring factor is constant at
1.5 3 103 for duplex V and at 0.4 3 103 for duplex VI
throughout the temperature range. In fact, in the case of
duplex V, a 25-fold increase in the ﬂuctuational opening
probability of the A6T pair and a 13-fold increase of
opening probability of the A4T pair are observed in NMR
experiments upon the rise in temperature from 10C to 37C.
Theoretical calculations yield a 24-fold and a 16-fold
increase for the A6T and A4T pairs, respectively, using
constant ring factor and temperature-dependent stacking and
basepairing parameters. A remarkable correlation between
sequence-dependent experimental and theoretical opening
probabilities is also observed for the A8T-T14A tract of
duplex VI for all temperatures. As measured in NMR ex-
periment, opening probabilities of these AT pairs increase
from 20- to 40-fold with the temperature rising from 10C
to 37C. Proﬁles calculated with constant j closely match
the experimental values for these temperatures. These data
indicate that the temperature dependence of DNA stacking
and basepairing parameters determines the temperature
dependence of the basepair opening probabilities.
DISCUSSION
Nature of the open basepair
An algorithm for calculations of sequence-dependent base-
pair opening probabilities we apply relies on the assumption
that the open state looks like in Fig. 1 (see also Fig. 5 A). We
assume that the event of kth basepair opening contributes to
the partition function the dkakdk11j term (see Methods),
which involves disruption of basepairing interaction between
complementary partners (ak) and the loss of stacking with
both ﬂanking helical interfaces (dk and dk11) accompanied
by ﬂipping of both bases out of the helix with the formation
of a constrained ring (j).
Strictly speaking, the exact nature of the transiently open
state of the basepair is still unknown. A major question is
FIGURE 4 Experimental (circles) and theoretical (triangles) basepair opening probabilities of duplexes IV, V, and VI at different temperatures indicated
at the top. In the case of duplex VI, experimental values are available only for basepairs that are underlined. The value of the ring factor are shown above
each panel. Open and shaded ﬁlls indicate AT and GC pairs, respectively.
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whether the opening is symmetric with both bases displaced
from the helix (Fig. 5 A) or asymmetric with only one base
extruded (Fig. 5 B). NMR experiments cannot deﬁnitely
answer this question because kinetics of imino proton ex-
change of only one basepairing partner (G or T) can be
measured. A prominent exception is the DNA molecules
containing the GT mismatched pair. Although the pair is
markedly destabilized as compared to the GC pair, both
G(H1) and T(H3) exchange at similar rates (29,30,43) sup-
porting the symmetric pathway in Figs. 1 and 5 A. Molecular
dynamic simulations also reveal coupled rotation of both
bases out of the helix (43).
On the other hand, an asymmetrically opened basepair has
been observed in the case of DNA complexed to base-ﬂipping
enzymes (9–13). Evidently, this conformation of the open
basepair is induced by the interaction with the protein, which
stabilizes the ﬂipped-out base in its catalytic pocket for
inspection and excision or modiﬁcation. There is no indica-
tion that asymmetrical conﬁguration of the open basepair is
assumed in naked DNA. Our algorithm based on the pathway
in Fig. 5 A correctly predicts the basepair opening proﬁles
detected by NMR; it is an additional, though indirect,
indication that the pathway in Fig. 5 B does not take place
for naked DNA. But in any case, we are unable to consider the
pathway in Fig. 5 B because the stacking parameters nec-
essary to describe this pathway are unavailable.
A recent analysis of kinetic and thermodynamic parameters
of basepair openings in duplexes VI and VII has revealed a
diverse behavior of basepairs depending on not only nearest
neighbors but also more distant basepairs (21). Formation of
a transition open state of the basepair has been proposed. The
nature and energetics of this state depend on local sequence
through hydrogen bonding interactions between the extra-
helical base placed in the DNA groove and neighboring
basepairs (35). Detailed characterization of this effect awaits
further investigation; we are unable to consider this pathway
quantitatively since its parameters are unknown.
The ring factor
In this report, we analyze sequence-dependent basepair
opening proﬁles for dsDNA molecules existing in the B
form. Based on the comparison of theoretical predictions
with the experimentally obtained values for the opening prob-
abilities, we determined the value of the entropic adjustable
parameter for the formation of a small highly constrained
ring (the j value).
The ring factor must be introduced for open regions in
DNA since basepairing and base-stacking parameters are
deﬁned only for basepairs opening at the end of the helix.
When the open region is formed within the double helix
(surrounded by duplex pairs, as in Figs. 1 and 5 A) a very
constrained ring is formed. The number of conformations of
such a ring is greatly reduced as compared to the number of
conformations corresponding to the open basepair at the very
end of the double helix. The ring factor we introduce must be
distinguished from the well-known loop factor entering the
helix-coil transition theory of DNA (42,44–48). The loop
factor (known also as the Jacobson-Stockmayer parameter)
appears for large open regions, which include many per-
sistent lengths of single-stranded DNA. By contrast, the ring
factor is applied to very small open regions, mostly including
only one basepair. As it is discussed below, the ring factor
contributes into the cooperativity of DNA melting, rather
than to the loop factor.
We assume that the ring factor is independent of the
sequence of the open region as well as or the size of the ring.
The ﬁrst assumption is quite reasonable, since in our cal-
culations the ring factor is introduced as the penalty stem-
ming from structural constraints accompanying the event of
the basepair opening; within the ﬁrst approximation, these
structural constraints should be similar for AT and GC
basepairs. Further calculations involving dependence of the
ring factor on the identity of the open basepairs and the se-
quence of the open region will be possible when more
comprehensive and precise NMR data are available.
Secondly, we assign a single ring factor to every open
region regardless of the size of this region. The ring factor
introduced this way presents the penalty for the formation of
the helix-coil boundary in the event of ﬂuctuational basepair
opening. Since the range of ambient conditions we consider
is far below the DNA melting temperature, the opening of
single pairs dominate; only at higher temperatures do larger
open regions start forming (32). Here we neglect the effect
arising from the formation of large open regions.
The independence of the ring factor of temperature is a
major test of the validity of our algorithm for calculating the
sequence-dependent basepair opening probability. Indeed,
the ring factor is introduced in our calculations as an entropic
penalty parameter arising from the formation of a structurally
constrained small loop at the site of the open basepair. The
ring factor is an intrinsic structural feature of the DNA back-
bone, which should be unaffected by temperature. Therefore,
enhanced ‘‘breathing’’ of DNA basepairs at elevated tem-
peratures is due to the temperature-dependent energetics of
the double helix.
Quantitatively, the value of the ring factor ranges from
0.6 3 103 to 4 3 103 obtained from the comparison with
different sets of NMR data; the ring factor does not sig-
niﬁcantly change with temperature. This range of values for
the ring factor is a consequence of variability within the NMR
data stemming from experimental imprecision or possibly
FIGURE 5 Schematic representation of possible open basepair conﬁgu-
rations. (A) both bases are positioned extrahelically. (B) One base remains in
the helical stack.
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signiﬁcant contributions from other pathways proposed in
Coman and Russu (21). Note that our approach allows us to
consider only the closed basepair to open basepair pathway
shown in Figs. 1 and 5 A; we are unable to characterize other
pathways due to the lack of parameters describing other con-
ﬁgurations of the open state. More precise estimation of j is
feasible upon accumulation of more accurate and more com-
plete NMR data. Meanwhile, the estimate of j 103 is most
reasonable.
The ring factor and DNA melting cooperativity
Temperature-, pressure- (49), or force-induced (50,51) melt-
ing of DNA double helix is a highly cooperative process.
The cooperativity factor s deﬁnes the free-energy cost for the
initiation of the melted region in the helix (42,44,45). The
ring factor stems from the formation of a small constrained
ring in the double helix and it contributes to the cooperativity
factor. The value of s has been assessed in DNA melting
experiments to bes; 105 for high salt conditions (52,53). A
traditional interpretation of the DNA melting cooperativity
relates the boundary initiation energy, i.e., RT lns¼7 kcal/
mol at 37C to the loss of n1 1 stacking contacts upon melt-
ing of n consecutive basepairs (42,44). This ﬁgure exceeds
greatly, by the absolute value, base-stacking parameters,
which range, roughly, from 0 to2.5 kcal/mol depending on
the contact and on ambient conditions (see Protozanova et al.
(37), Yakovchuk et al. (38), and Table 1). Thus, a naive view
on the cooperativity of DNA melting as a result of disruption
of n1 1 stacking interactions in the open region consisting of
n basepairs deﬁnitely fails. Note that when we estimate the
cooperativity parameter s as the ring factor multiplied by the
Boltzmann factor for stacking,
s ¼ jexp DG
ST
RT
 
; (12)
we obtain a good agreement.
We conclude that the entropic penalty stemming from
the structural constraints upon formation of small loops in
dsDNA, i.e., the ring factor, is an essential factor in the
cooperativity of DNA melting. This view of DNA melting
cooperativity has been invoked by a microscopic theory of
DNA melting (54). This approach factors in the restrictions
on the backbone conformation imposed by the helical state
and relies on microscopical characteristics of the molecular
chain (the energy associated with the formation of a basepair
and the number of conformations of the repeated unit) to
describe helix-coil transition in DNA. In this case, melting
cooperativity of the double-stranded polymer is deﬁned by
two factors: the persistence length of a DNA single strand
and the number of available conformations of the repeated
unit in the molten state (54). The interpretation of the melting
cooperativity offered by the microscopic theory is consistent
with the notion of the ring factor, which also stems from the
conformational constraints imposed by the rigidity of DNA
single strands. Experimentally, backbone rigidity has been
shown to increase the distance of cooperativity transfer be-
tween two DNA helical domains through the anucleosidic
bulge in elegant melting studies reported recently (55).
In energy terms, the ring factor translates into additional
RT ln (1/j)  4 kcal/mol cost accompanying the event of
DNA basepair opening. A small constrained loop formed in
the case of ﬂuctuational basepair opening is closely related to
the junction between helical interfaces of B- and Z-forms of
dsDNA. Under torsional stress of negative supercoiling,
d(CG)n and d(CA)n tracts in recombinant plasmids undergo
a right- to left-handed transition (56–62). The junction be-
tween the B- and the Z-form in DNA duplex is small and at
least partially single-stranded, which underlies the sensitivity
of the junctions to chemical agents and nucleases affecting
only single-stranded DNA. Energetic cost of the formation of
the B-Z junction has been estimated at 4–5 kcal/mol (60–64).
This unfavorable contribution is in a very good agreement
with our estimation of the energy cost associated with the
ring factor (see above). This agreement strongly indicates
that at the site of a B-Z junction, the ﬂuctuationally open
state of a base-pair is ‘‘frozen’’. This picture is very much
consistent with the recent x-ray crystallography data, which
have found one basepair to be open at the B-Z junction
induced by protein binding (65).
CONCLUSION
Basing on separation of base-stacking and basepairing con-
tributions into the DNA stability and direct computation of
the partition function for DNA, we predict the basepair
opening probability proﬁles for dsDNA molecules. An
entropic penalty parameter, the ring factor, accompanying
formation of small loops, is estimated from the comparison
of theoretical probabilities with the probabilities measured
for these molecules by NMR experiments. Theory and
experiment agree that only individual basepairs open well
below DNAmelting temperature, and the calculated basepair
opening proﬁles agree reasonably well with NMR data for a
variety of sequences. As could be expected on the basis of a
wide variation of the stacking parameter values for different
stacks, the opening probability depends not only on the na-
ture of the basepair but also on its immediate neighbors.
We thank Alex Vologodskii and Yevgeni Mamasakhlisov for helpful
discussions.
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